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Excerpt: . CHAPTER IV Concerning The Voice In General.--The
Chest Register And The Head Register Or falsetto Icannot begin
this chapter on the voice better, than by quoting the words of
the illustrious Gio. Giaccomo Rousseau in his noted musical
dictionary: The voice is the accumulation or compound of all
the sounds, which a man can utter with his vocal organs. As
there are not two physiognomies alike, so there are hardly two
voices resembling each other. Nature in her generosity of
giving away her gifts, never puts them, save in rare exceptions,
all in one person; so it seldom happens that we find one person
gifted with all those harmonious conditions of vocal organs
that form a perfect voice. The truth is, that we find sometimes
voices which are very strong and whose sound is vigorous,
bright and liquid; others are flexible and sweet;...
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